
Two tribes lived on either side of the Paraná River. For many years, they exchanged food and goods and
lived in peace. The two chiefs of these tribes wished for this peace to be even deeper in the form of a
marriage. Thus, Mandió and Pirayú, the chiefs, made plans. All stopped when Mandió demanded
Pirayú's daughter, Caranda, to marry him.

"She is already spoken for," said Pirayú. "Or so she says. She had vowed to marry the sun god, Guarahhi,
and no one else." Mandió stormed out. Pirayú worried for his people and what this could mean. Pirayú
knew that Mandió kept grudges. Time passed, and still all was peaceful.

Then one day, smoke billowed over Pirayú's tribe. Caranda had been out in a canoe, far away. When she
saw the glow of the fires, she ran to see who could be saved and what could be done.

With her rush, she did not see Mandió seize her body. Caranda struggled, but to no avail. She prayed to
the sun god, whom she loved."Guarahhi! Please save my people! Save me!"

Yet, the fires burned too bright on the village. Rather, the sun burned ever bright and the rays circled
about Caranda. Before Mandió's eyes, Caranda became a tall plant with bright yellow blossoms that
reached to the sky. From that day on, the sunflower has been upon the earth.

While peace was not found in that moment, perhaps you feel peace every time you look at a sunflower.  
Caranda has always followed and revered the sun. You will notice that sunflowers always follow and
revere the sun as well.
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